Preface

This volume contains a number of selected papers that were presented at the 10th International Conference on Knowledge, Information and Creativity Support Systems (KICSS’2015) in Phuket, Thailand, during November 12–14, 2015. Among 45 submitted papers, we carefully reviewed and accepted 13 regular papers (28.89% of them), five short papers (11.11% of them), and six workshop papers with aiming to explore diversity of current issue across various themes. All selected papers included in this series deeply discuss the latest advances in blending of innovative thinking support systems, information science, knowledge science, service science, and creativity science in order to bringing together an innovation design model combined with knowledge management, management of technology, and management of service.

Finally, we would be grateful to all authors for their contribution through academic researches. We also would like to thank the International Conference on Knowledge, Information and Creativity Support Systems (KICSS’2015) Executive Committees and Program Co-chairs for entrusting us to process and deliver valuable academic researches to envision a shape of future aspects in the Creativity Support System research area.
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